February 24, 2022

To: Tribal Offices, Ohkay Casino and Businesses

Fr: Ohkay Owingeh Tribal Officials

Subj: Mask Mandate Lifted (#2)

At the Ohkay Owingeh Tribal Council meeting on February 23, 2022 the Tribal Council officially approved that the mask mandate be suspended for the Ohkay Owingeh Tribal Offices, Ohkay Casino and all businesses within the Pueblo boundary. Due to Federal Transit Administration Public Transportation regulations, the mask mandate will remain in effect for Popay Messenger Staff, Ridership and all other Public Transportation services.

In addition, the Tribal Council recommends wearing a mask and recognizes that it is an individual responsibility to protection ourselves, family and the community from the Covid-19 Pandemic.

In the event that positive COVID cases begin to rise, we will re-assess and make changes as needed.